
Beau Newsletter - December 2014
Black Friday Deals • New Qudos Light for GoPro • See the full list of rental Sony, Sigma and 

Tamron • New Fujifilm X-T1 Graphite Silver in stock • Rebates Galore! • Fujifilm Firmware 

Updates • Newer Faster Lexar Cards • Impossible Project Lift Workshops • Sale on used 

camera bags • Holiday shopping ideas from the film department...

It’s Here. Black Friday. November 28.
Sale prices valid until December 1st unless stated otherwise.

 Not in town? Call us and we can ship it to you!

d  We will be open Fridays in December until 7pm

d  We are closing at noon on December 24th, and will be closed December 25th and 26th

d  WE WILL BE OPEN – Monday Dec. 29th, Tuesday Dec. 30th and until noon on the 31st

d  WE ARE ALWAYS OPEN - Thursdays until 7pm

Hensel e-flash now a Black Friday lowest price ever! 
This 2-head kit with a 250 w/s maximum power output per unit in a very 
compact design. They have power settings adjustable over a 4 stop range, come 
with a built in slave and use all HENSEL accessories.

Kit Includes:
2 - eFlash units, 
2 - 150w model lamps, 
1 - umbrella reflector,
1 - economy umbrella,          
1 - 7” reflector 1-honeycomb grid #2,  
2 - economy stands, 
1 - softbag

Sale Price $749.00  Regularly $1289.95

One kit only!               

Bags from LowePro
LP Hatchback AW 16L SALE: 56.00 Orig price: $81.95

LP Hatchback AW 22L SALE: 66.00 Orig price: $101.95

LP Nova Sport AW 17L SALE: 47.00 Orig price: $70.20

LEXAR Black Friday Specials 
(Friday the 28th to Friday, Dec 5th)

Lexar Pro 16GB 800x CF - $43.95  (reg. $53.95)

Lexar Pro 32GB 800x CF - $63.95  (reg. $81.95)

Lexar Pro 64GB 800x CF - $87.95  (reg. $119.95)

Lexar Pro 32GB 400x UHS-1 SD - $20.95  (reg. $33.95)

Lexar Pro 32GB 633x UHS-1 MicroSD - $33.95  (reg. $52.95)

Please note the above quantities are somewhat limited at those prices, 
so don’t delay dropping by if you want to take advantage of the sale!

DataColor instant rebate 
November 26th until December 3rd

Spyder4PRO Instant rebate - $30.00
Spyder4ELITE Instant rebate - $38.00
SpyderSTUDIO Instant rebate - $40.00

10% off all in stock inkjet paper
We stock papers from Moab, Hahnemuhle, 
Harman, Ilford and Epson. The sale also includes 
Pictorico film, great for making digital negatives. 
Some papers are even further discounted!

Special hours for 
December! Come 
in for some holiday 
cheer and Boxing 
Week shopping.

Limited quantities



All in-store Manfrotto 

Photo and Lighting 

supports are 5% off

Black Friday, Black Holgas
Any in stock Holgas 20% off, this includes Holgas that 
take 120 film, 35mm and Pinhole with or without flash!

Dynalite RK5 Kit. 
Includes 500w/s Roadmax 
pack and 2040 head in travel 
case. One only!
Sale $699.00  (reg. $869.95)

Black Friday sale on in stock Cinevate items!
• Cinevate Cyclops w/ Articulating mount. (2 only) - Sale $440.00 Reg. $539.95

• Cinevate Cyclops grip kit  (3 only ) - Sale $59.00  Reg. $102.95

• Cinevate All terrain upgrade ( 2 only) - Sale $124.00  Reg. $216.95

• Cinevate DSLR Core Package (1 only) - Sale $2140.00 and receive a 
    Cinevate core DSLR Bag at no cost!  That’s a $260.00 value.  Reg. $2594.95

• Cinevate Dromos Bowl Riser (1 only) - Sale $ 229.00  Reg. $399.95

• Cinevate Durus Follow Focus 15mm.  (2 only) - Sale $799.00  Reg.  $1225.95

20% off on sale on all other in stock Cinevate items

Pocket Wizard Accessories
• PocketWizard AC7 RF Shield - Sale $35.00 (Reg. $56.95) 
   or FREE with a PW  TT5 Canon Transceiver  purchase.
• PocketWizard AC adaptor for Multimax PW-AC-MX -   
   Sale $30.00 (Regular $85.95)

Amazing Deal!
Canon EOS-7D 
(original Mark I) 
bundle
-Canon EOS-7D kit 
 with EF-S 15-85mm IS 
 Zoom  (was $1,899)

-Free LowePro Camera Bag ($45 value)

-Free extra Canon LP-E6 Battery Pack ($93 value)

-Free Lexar 16GB 800x CF Card  ($55 value)

-$200 Beau Photo Rental Gift Certificate! 

All of the above for only $1,599, a savings of nearly 
$700! Only one bundle at this hot clearance price...



Clearance items (new stock) that make great gifts.
Only one available of each item!

> Fujifilm X100S (silver) - $1079  (save $320)

> Panasonic GX1 Micro-4/3 Body - $349  (save $250)
> Panasonic 45-150mm f/4-5.6 OIS Zoom (Micro-4/3) - $229  (save $50)

> Sigma 8-16mm f/4.5-5.6 Ultra-Wide Zoom (Canon APS-C) - $725  (save $165)

> Canon 320EX Flash - $219  (save $80)
> Canon EF 2.0x II Teleconverter - $299  (save $155)

> Nikon ME-1 Microphone - $65  (save $100)

>  WiebeTech ToughTech FS Mini HD Enclosure - $40  (save $55)

Plus, get an additional 5% off these two items:

Rogue Flash Gels - Color Correction Kit
18 Color Correction Flash Gels (3 each of 6 different gels).  
Includes 3 Rogue Gel-Bands to color correct multiple speedlights.  
Includes Storage Pouch with Quick Reference Guide
Sale price: $25.45  Reg. $29.95     

     10% all in-stock items from all manufacturers!
         Choose from a wide variety – polarizers, neutral density, UV and more
            Includes:  B+W, Tiffen, Lee, Kenko

Rogue Large Flash Bender
Can be used either as a reflector to bounce light onto a subject, as a flag 
to shield light or as a snoot to produce a tight and narrow circle of light. 

Sale Price: $36.50  Reg. $42.95     

10% off all in-stock Rogue products

FILTERS Rental Deal!
To celebrate the 
addition of our 
new gear, we are 
discounting all Sigma, 
Sony & Tamron 
rentals by 50% until 
Friday, December 5th!
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PRO SALES
KEN S.

Christmas deals for photographers.

Purchase a GoPro 4 Black or Silver and get 15% off all 
GoPro and GoPole accessories.  

With stunning image quality and powerful new features, 
HERO4 cameras bring GoPro performance to a whole 
new level. Choose from HERO4 Black, with incredible 
high-resolution 4K30 and 2.7K50 video and high frame rate 
1080p120 video, or HERO4 Silver, which pairs pro-quality 
video and photo capture with the convenience of a built-in 
touch display.

Light up your Christmas and your 
Photography. Lumahawk LED lights on Sale

These Lumahawk LED lights have 314 LEDs with adjustable 
power levels, and they allow you to balance between 3200K 
– 5600K. They come with two batteries and charger, plus a 
car charger, and mini swivel ball head.

Lumahawk 314AS Sale  $266.50  Reg $313.95  save 15%
Lumahawk 314AD Sale $366.50  Reg $385.95 Save 5%
 

Sennheiser MKE 400 Pro Bundle on Sale

The Sennheiser MKE 400 Pro shotgun mic is a must for 
the DSLR video shooter.  The key features of the MKE 400 
are; rugged all-metal housing, maximum side noise rejection 
optimized for video recordings, switchable sensitivity for 
long and short distances, switchable wind noise filter, 
approximately 300 hrs. operating time from a single AAA 
battery, integral shock-mount for rejection of handling noise, 
foam windshield. 

Purchase the Sennheiser MKE 400 now and get the “Pro 
Bundle” at no extra charge. This includes an XLR to mini 
adaptor and a fuzzy wind screen for using during windy 
conditions.

Sennheiser MKE 400 - Sale. $210.95   Reg. 259.95
 

New at Beau - Qudos LED light for GoPro

The Qudos action (Light) from Knog seamlessly partners 
with the GoPro 2, Hero3, 3+ and 4, as well as the Sony 
action cam or any action camera with GoPro conversion 
mounts. It delivers 400 lumens of light from its three 
powerful LEDs, yet only weighs 150 grams. With multiple 
modes to adjust brightness and light beam, the Qudos 
Action allows users to control their shots in any scene 
or location – whether underwater, on the trails, or on 
mountain peaks, finally there is a light that will go anywhere 
your GoPro takes you.

Special Launch prices for Christmas:
Qudos Action Light Black - Sale $99.00 Reg. $129.95
Qudos Action Battery pack - Sale $32.00  Reg. $39.95
Qudos Action Mount pack - Sale $16.00  Reg. $19.95

New in used.

Used Nikon D4  $4750.00
Engineered for professionals the D4, a 16.2 GB camera was 
released in December 2012. It featured the new EXPEED3 
processor enabling image capture up to 10 fps with full 
AE/AF performance and Full 1080p HD video. Combine 
that with cutting-edge 51 point metering and AF systems, 
intelligently designed controls, a rugged body and D4’s 
beautiful 3.2-inch, 921,000-dot LCD for maximum visibility 
it is still one of the best pro cameras to date!

http://usd.knog.com.au


QUDOS TO YOU

400 lumens / 40m waterproof / 4Hr runtIme

kno g.com. au

Film-making with the big fish? We’re impressed. Just make sure you’ve got the light right. 
This hi-power [qudos] action video light works with GoPro®, other action cams, and DSLRs. 

-  KNOG VIDEO LIGHTS -

Knog products are distributed in Canada exclusively by Gentec International, one of Canada’s 50 Best Managed Companies  •  www.gentec-intl.com

http://usd.knog.com.au
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RENTAL NEWS
JASON K.

Tamron 150-600mm f/5-6.3 SP Di VC USD

New for this month is this 
exciting lens, the Tamron 
150-600mm f/5-6.3 SP Di 
VC USD. With the longest 
reach of any zoom lens in its 
class, this is a great lens for wildlife photographer, as it offers 
an extra 100mm over its closest competitor. I can also see 
this lens used for sports and landscape The lens features 
an ultrasonic AF motor for fast & silent autofocus, and 
optical image stabilization to aid hand holding. With such an 
amazing focal length and relatively light weight, it can bring 
back the joy to photography!
Canon mount only:  $40/day or weekend.

Sigma 50mm f1.4 DG HSM Art
This latest 50mm f1.4 lens is a member 
of Sigma’s Art line of lenses featuring 
extremely high quality optics and 
construction. This lens has won praise and 
admiration for it’s optical qualities and we 
are pleased to add it to our rental pool.
For both Canon & Nikon Mounts: $35/
day or weekend
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For Canon Per Day Weekly

Sigma 18-35mm f1.8 DC HSM*** $35.00 $140.00
Sigma 35mm f1.4 DG HSM $35.00 $140.00
Sigma 50mm f1.4 DG HSM $35.00 $140.00

$40.00 $160.00

For Nikon Per Day Weekly

Sigma 18-35mm f1.8 DC HSM*** $35.00 $140.00
Sigma 35mm f1.4 DG HSM $35.00 $140.00
Sigma 50mm f1.4 DG HSM $35.00 $140.00

*** Sigma DC lenses are made for APS-C sensor bodies, but with some 

Sigma & Tamron Lenses

Tamron SP 150-600mm f/5.6-6.3

Nikon DSLR bodies, an in camera crop function can be activated.
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Sony Gear

RX Series Camera Per Day Weekly

RX10 (24-200mm f2.8 equivalent) $75.00 $300.00

E Mount Bodies Per Day Weekly

Sony A7R Body $160.00 $640.00
Sony A7S Body $175.00 $700.00
Sony A6000 Kit w/16-50mm $80.00 $320.00

E Lenses* Per Day Weekly

Sony E 10-18mm f4 OSS $25.00 $100.00
Sony/Zeiss E 24mm f1.8 $30.00 $120.00
Sony E 50mm f1.8 OSS $20.00 $80.00

FE Lenses Per Day Weekly

Sony/Zeiss FE 24-70mm f4 OSS $30.00 $120.00
Sony/Zeiss FE 70-200mm f4G OSS $35.00 $140.00
Sony/Zeiss FE 35mm f2.8 $30.00 $120.00
Sony/Zeiss FE 55mm f1.8 $30.00 $120.00

E Mount Accessories Per Day Weekly

Sony A7 Series Body Battery Grip $15.00 $60.00
Sony HVL-F43M Flash $20.00 $80.00
Sony A7 E to A Mount Adapter $15.00 $60.00
Sony Wireless Remote Commander $5.00 $20.00
Sony Wired Remote Control $10.00 $40.00

Per Day Weekly

Sony A77mkII w/16-50mm f2.8 Kit $160.00 $640.00

Per Day Weekly

Sony/Zeiss 16-35mm f2.8 $35.00 $140.00
Sony 70-200mm f2.8G SSM II $40.00 $160.00
Sony 70-400mm f4~5.6 SSM II $45.00 $180.00
Sony/Zeiss 50mm f1.4 $35.00 $140.00
Sony/Zeiss 85mm f1.4 $35.00 $140.00
Sony 100mm f2.8 Macro $30.00 $120.00
Sony 135mm f2.8 [t4.5] STF $35.00 $140.00

*** All Sony E & FE lenses can be mounted on Sony NEX & Alpha 

enabled on full frame bodies.

A (α) Mount Camera

A (α) Mount Lenses

mirrorless APS-C Bodies. E lenses can only be mounted on APS-C 

mirrorless bodies without vignettingunless APS-C capture mode is 

Here is a full list of the bodies and lenses that have been 
added to the Rental department. Call or e-mail Jason if you 
have questions or want to book something. 
rentals@beauphoto.com

50% off rental fees.

To celebrate the addition of our new gear, we are 
discounting all Sigma, Sony & Tamron rentals by 50% 
until Friday, December 5th!

mailto:rentals@beauphoto.com
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Fujifilm X-T1 GS, X100T, firmware updates 
and REBATES!

Finally after a long wait, some hotly anticipated new Fujifilm 
cameras are in stock! First off, we have the lovely new X-T1 
Graphite-Silver Edition, seen below. Then, the new X100T 
bodies have come in as well…

Note that we still have one beautiful silver X100S 
remaining in stock at an amazing clearance price of $1079!

Fujifilm has announced a set of macro extension tubes 
for the X-system - way cool! They are fully coupled 
electronically with the X-system lenses and should be 
available some time in December at $99.95 for the shorter 
MCEX-11 and $109.95 for the MCEX-16.

Despite the fact that it is not mentioned in Fujifilm’s press 
release, nor shown on their lens compatibility chart, I have 
confirmed that you should be able to stack these tubes with, 
for example, the XF 60mm f/2.4R macro lens to get close 
to 1:1 magnification - by itself without tubes the 60mm 
only gives 1:2, so half life-size. For many lenses, stacking both 
tubes will likely be too much though. For example, on the XF 
18-55mm zoom, using MCEX-16 by itself already results in a 
nearly unusable 4mm working distance at 18mm! However 
at 55mm, the working distance becomes a more manageable 
63mm. If you were to try using both tubes, the point of focus 
would actually be behind the front element of the lens at 

18mm although when you zoom towards 55mm, at some 
point I suspect the stacked pair would become useable 
again.

Lastly, watch Fujifilm’s website for the upcoming firmware 
updates on the X-Pro2, X-E1, X-E2, X-T1, X-T1 GS! These 
updates are scheduled to be released on December 18th 
and there are lots of changes and enhancements, especially 
for the X-T1 family! Not only will the black X-T1 get all 
the new features introduced with the currently shipping 
X-T1 Graphite Silver edition, like the electronic shutter 
good for a crazy 1/32,000 of a second shutter speed and 
Classic Chrome film simulation, but both cameras will 
get slew of new updates like full manual control in video, 
more selectable frame-rates (24/25/30/50/60 fps), Q-menu 
customization, metering-area/focus-area interlock option, 
variable size area during MF when AF is activated by the 
rear focus button, direct macro mode selection and much 
more!

Finally, starting on November 21st and running all the 
way until January 8th, 2015, there are lots of new Fujifilm 
rebates. Here are some highlights…
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Item Description
Fujifilm  X-T1 Black Kit (18-135mm) $100 $1,899

FREE STUFF!

$1,999

Fujifilm  X-T1 Black Body w/XF 18-55mm (BUNDLE) $300 $1,699

Fujifilm X-T1 Black Body $100 $1,199

Fujifilm  X-E2 Black/Silver Kit w/XF 18-55mm OIS $100 $1,099

Fujifilm X-E2 Black Kit w/XF 18-55mm OIS $100 $1,099

Fujifilm X-Pro 1 Body $300 $799

Fujifilm XF 14mm f/2.8 $200 $799

Fujifilm XF 18mm f/2 $50 $549

Fujifilm XF 23mm f/1.4 $200 $799

Fujifilm XF 27mm f/2.8 'Pancake' $100 $349

Fujifilm XF 35mm f/1.4 $100 $499

Fujifilm XF 56mm f/1.2R $150 $949

Fujifilm XF 60mm f/2.4 Macro $100 $549

Fujifilm XF 10-24mm f/4 OIS $150 $949

Fujifilm XF 18-55mm f/2.8-4.0 OIS $50 $649

Fujifilm XF 18-135mm f/3.5-5.6 OIS WR $100 $899

Fujifilm XC 50-230mm f/4.5-6.7 OIS $100 $299

Fujifilm XF 55-200mm f/3.5-4.8 OIS Zoom $200 $549

Fujifilm X100/X100s Wide Conversion Lens $50 $299

Fujifilm X100/X100s Tele Conversion Lens $50 $249

Instant
Rebate

After
Rebate

Fujifilm X-T1 Black Kit (18-135mm) + FREE Vertical
Battery Grip and NP-W126 Battery

DIGITAL NEWS
MIKE M.



ON NOW. INCREDIBLE SAVINGS ON  LENSES. ASK US FOR DETAILS.
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Nikon Rebates!

Nikon’s lens and body rebates have been extended until 
January 8th! Here is a selection of interesting ones but as 
before, contact us for all the details…

Df body - $2,499 (save $300)
Df kit w/AF-S 50mm f/1.8G - $2,729  (save $370)

AF-S 20mm f/1.8G - $799  (save $50)
AF-S 24mm f/1.4G - $2,199  (save $100)
AF-S 35mm f/1.4G - $1,799  (save $130)
AF-S 58mm f/1.4 Noct - $1,699  (save $100)
AF-S 60mm f/2.8 Micro - $569  (save $60)
AF-S 85mm f/1.4G - $1,699  (save $130)
AF-S 105mm f/2.8G VR Micro - $949  (save $100)
AF-S 300mm f/2.8G VR II - $5,899  (save $380)
AF-S 500mm f/4G VR - $8,599  (save $400)

AF-S 14-24mm f/2.8G - $1,999  (save $100)
AF-S 18-35mm f/3.5-4.5G - $699  (save $70)
AF-S 24-70mm f/2.8 - $1,799  (save $100)
AF-S 28-300mm f/3.5-5.6G VR - $999  (save $100)
AF-S 70-200mm f/4G VR - $1,299  (save $150)
AF-S 70-200mm f/2.8G VR II - $2,299  (save $200)

Canon Rebates !

Also extended are a large number of rebates on Canon 
bodies and lenses as well as sale pricing, these being good 
until December 23rd! Some rebates are now even higher 
than in October and once again, for full details call. In the 
meantime, here is a partial list of the more interesting 
ones…

EOS 1DX body - $6,299  (save $700)
EOS 5D Mark III body - $3,199  (save $200)
EOS 6D body - $1,699  (save $300)
EOS 70D body - $999  (save $300)

EF 24mm f/1.4L II - $1,699  (save $110)
EF 35mm f/1.4L - $1,469  (save $160)
EF 50mm f/1.4 - $349  (save $100)
EF 50mm f/1.2L - $1,549  (save $150)
EF 85mm f/1.8 - $399  (save $60)
EF 85mm f/1.2L II - $2,199  (save $110)
EF 135mm f/2L - $1,099  (save $50)
EF 400mm f/5.6L - $1,349  (save $120)

EF 8-15mm f/4L Fisheye - $1,429  (save $50)
EF 16-35mm f/2.8L II - $1,649  (save $220)
EF 24-70mm f/2.8L II - $1,999  (save $310)
EF 70-200mm f/4L IS - $1,199  (save $230)
EF 70-200mm f/2.8L II IS - $2,199  (save $330)
EF 70-300mm f/4-5.6L IS - $1,479  (save $110)

430EX II Speedlite - $289  (save $70)
600EX RT Speedlite - $499  (save $50)

SONY Rebates !

For December, Sony has kicked in some great rebates, 
starting Black Friday, November 28th and ending on 
December 24th...

Sony A7 Body - $1,299  (Save $300!)
Sony A7 Kit - $1,499  (Save $300! - includes Sony 28-
   70mm f/3.5-5.6 OSS kit zoom)
Sony A7R Body - $1,999  (Save $200!)
Sony A6000 kit w/16-50mm OSS zoom - $699 (save $100!)

Yes, you can get a Sony 24MP full-frame mirrorless body 
for a mere $1,299, by far the least expensive full-frame 
digital camera on the market, or get a ready-to-go kit with a 
28-70mm zoom for a scant $200 more! The 28-70mm is a 
decent lens for $200 and you could always add one of the 
truly exceptional Carl Zeiss primes that are also on promo 

D810 body - $3,399  
(save $100)

AF-S 50mm f/1.4G - $499  
(save $50)
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when bought with a body, like the superb 55mm f/1.8 for 
example. See below...

Buy a Sony A7, A7R or A7S (body or kit) and get  $150 
off one of these superb FE mount Sony/Zeiss lenses when 
bought on the same invoice!

- Zeiss FE 24-70mm f/4 OSS
- Zeiss FE 35mm f/2.8
- Zeiss FE 55mm f/1.8

Only one of these lenses per invoice will qualify for the 
$150 savings. However, additional individual lens and flash 
rebates are available - call for details!

NOTE! Since we are open for Boxing Week this year (see 
exact hours on the cover of this newsletter) we will also 
be having some great in-store specials on selected items. 
Keep an eye on our blog - beauphoto.blogspot.com where 
we will be posting the deals on Boxing Day morning!

Newer, Faster Memory
Lastly, in early December we should finally be receiving 

stock on the new, super fast Lexar 
Pro 1000x and 2000x UHS-II (U3) SD 
memory cards, perfect for capturing 4K 

video or rapid buffer clearing 
for still images and the newer 
cameras that support these 
high performance SD cards. 
Naturally you can use these 

new fast cards on older SD capable cameras too since they 
are UHS-1 backwards compatible. The 1000x will support 
up to 150 MB/sec transfer speeds and the 2000x up to a 
blistering 300 MB/sec! Note that the new 2000x cards will 
also include a dedicated new UHS-II compliant USB 3.0 
SD card reader for the fastest download speeds to your 
computer. Later in December (is my guess), there should be 
a separate new Lexar Pro dedicated SD UHS-II card reader 
available for purchase, although the exact ETA on that is a 
little up in the air... 

There’s more on sale 
than what you see here.

Black Friday Specials.

There are things we can’t 
put in writing, they 

are that secret. 

Deals on little black 
boxes that take pictures, 
and the portholes they 

look through.

That’s all we can say here.

Come into the shop on 
Friday or Monday and find 

out the secrets. 

We have to see you to tell 
you, so don’t be shy.

All will be revealed.

http://beauphoto.blogspot.ca
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ACCESSORIES
MEGHAN S.

Consignment Bags
 
We have a number of consignment bags that we are 
continuously getting in and I encourage you to come down 
and take a look at what we have. Often they are older 
bags that companies are no longer manufacturing but they 
still serve their intended purpose well and are in great 
condition. We generally try to only take in bags that look 
almost like new and include their original accessories and 
straps. Sometimes they even still have the tags on. They are 
usually very reasonably priced as well, as the price is set by 
the consignee. The bags can really range from small to large, 
and sometimes we also have metal cases or parts for bags 
like straps, belts and clips.
Here are a select few of the bags we currently have…
 
Think Tank “Reporter Kit”, belt with attachments. 

Includes: Belt and shoulder harness, Lens Changer 35, Lens 
Changer 75 Pop Down, Lens Changer 50, R U Thirsty water 
bottle holder, Large Lens Drop In, and the Lightning Fast 
pouch. In very good condition and the Lens Changers all 
have their all-weather covers still as well. Great for when 
you are carrying your body with a lens attached or are in 
changing conditions that you need another lens or flash 
quickly and easily.  $150.00
 
Think Tank Digital Holster 40   $45.00

Includes: Digital holster 40 that fits full sized DSLR with 
standard zoom lens attached. Pop-down feature allows for a 

bit of extra room for lens hood 
or slightly longer lenses. Almost 
new condition with strap and all-
weather cover included. Missing 
one piece of the inner Velcro 
foam.
 

LowePro Magnum 400 
AW   $199.00
Includes: Magnum 400 large 
shoulder kit bag, large enough 
to fit 1-2 pro DSLR bodies 
with standard zoom lenses 
attached and 6-8 extra lenses 
and accessories. Has shoulder 
strap and all-weather cover. 

Nice, large ‘toolbox’ design. New condition…still has original 
tags attached!

 
LowePro Orion Trekker   $20.00

Includes: LowePro Orion Trekker 
backpack with inner padded dividers. 
This bag is divided into two parts 
and is great for a day pack. The 
bottom, padded section is zippered 
off from the top, softer section. 
Bottom holds DSLR with 1-2 smaller 
lenses. Top section is not padded and 

would be great for everyday accessories, and also includes 
a smaller outer pocket. Older bag but in good condition. 
Great deal for the price!
 
LowePro Vertex 200 AW   $60.00

Includes: LowePro Vertex 200 large backpack, with inner 
padded dividers, tripod mount and all-weather cover. 
This large backpack has a lot of room for full sized DSLRs 
and various lenses plus many extra exterior pockets for 
accessories. Its main compartment is very well sealed to the 
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elements as its zippers are specially designed to not allow in 
rain. Well-loved exterior but still in good condition.

 
KATA WS-606 $125.00

Includes: KATA WS-
606 shoulder kit bag, 
all-weather cover and 
inner padded dividers. 
This large kit style or 
‘toolbox’ style camera 
bag is basically new, as 
it still has its original 

tags attached. It is deeper than most shoulder bags and 
will hold larger pro DSLR cameras with quite a few lenses 
and accessories. It has large pockets on the sides for more 
accessories and a very well protected front compartment to 
ensure everything 
stays safe. This bag 
also has hard feet 
on the bottom so 
it sits slightly off 
the ground and 
would be great for 
outdoor shoots.
 
Crumpler 7 Million Dollar Home Grey/Red with 
Green Interior  $110.00

Includes: 7 Million Dollar Home shoulder bag, shoulder 
strap and interior padded dividers. This shoulder bag is one 
of Crumpler’s largest shoulder bags and could hold one or 

two large DSLRs with 
lenses attached or 
one body with lens 
attached and several 
extra lenses or flashes. 
Very good condition, 
like new.
 

Crumpler 7 Million Dollar Home Black/Grey with 
Green Interior  $99.00

Includes: 7 Million Dollar Home shoulder bag, shoulder strap 
and interior padded dividers. This version of the 7 Million 
Dollar home would have been an older version than the 
aforementioned grey/red one, as it is slightly smaller and a 
different shape. It is longer in width and not as deep top 
to bottom as the newer version. It is a well-loved bag on 
its exterior but clean and in good condition. Would hold a 
DSLR with a shorter lens attached and one or two extra 
lenses.

These are just some of the used bags we have on hand, 
come in to see the full selection. 

 Also, have a look at the Black Friday specials on selected 
LowePro bags on the cover of the newsletter.
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FILM / ANALOG NEWS
Nicole L.-D 

Holiday Shopping Ideas

One new item to the Beau film stock is Cinestill’s 35mm 
fine grain 50ISO daylight balanced film. It is $15.93 per roll. 

The film department is the place to come for stocking 
stuffers! We not only have 
plenty of variety in film with 
everything from regular to 

experimental, we also have 
small camera accessories 
such as cleaning cloths, 

rain sleeves, and new brightly 
printed smaller camera straps 
that are great for older film 
cameras or lomography 
cameras. We also have pinhole 
adapters and other Lomo 
camera accessories. 

For the camera enthusiast 
we now have key chains! 
Cute little twin lens reflex 
or digital camera key chains 
with a shutter button that 
lights up the lens and makes 
an exaggerated shutter noise. 
They come in a variety of 
colors too. 
  Only $4.95! 

Though maybe a bit more than a stocking stuffer...we have 
Polaroid cameras on sale right now! All our Red Dot 
Polaroid cameras are 15% off. There is quite a variety 
currently in store, from various versions of the 600, and 
SX-70 cameras to the Spectras. We also sell the Impossible 
Project film, which ranges in price from $27.78 to $28.74 
Film bundled with a camera would make a memorable 
Christmas present. 

Red Dot Polaroid Camera Sale On Now!
For the months of November and December, select used Polariod cameras will be on sale. Perfect as a gift for your best 
friend, or for yourself! Here is a sampling of the cameras available, all just waiting to be loved and used again.
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New Frames for Impossible Film

Impossible has released a few new frames in time for 
Christmas. For years I’d been hoping they’d come out with a 
colour black frame and finally they have. It is now in Stock at 
Beau. Keeping with Christmas they also have come out with 
Round frame in colour 600, but not just any Round frame, 
it’s Gold and Silver Round frame!   

Christmas is just around the corner and this year 
Beau is doing something a little different, we are open 
on December 29th, 30th and till noon on New Years 
Eve!  On those days the film department will have some 
exciting post Christmas sales, which will be announced mid 
December, however I will let slip that amongst other things 
all Lomography cameras will be 12% off!

Impossible Project Lift Workshops are here!

The basic lift workshop has already 
happened, but not to worry if you 
missed it, we will have another 
in the spring. If you are ready to 
find out how to take your lifts to 
the next step, then the advanced 
lift workshop coming up on 
December 4th from 5:45-8pm 
is for you. In this workshop we 
will be showing how to lift onto 
different items such as canvas 
and glass. People are encouraged 

to bring in their own items to try 
lifting onto. Give us a call if you want 
more information or suggestions 
on materials suitable to lift onto. 
This workshop will cost $20.00 and 
participants will take home some 
creative transfers.

Beau’s 8x10 Instant Workshop will be December 29th 
and 30th. There will be 1.5 hour individual time slots during 
the day, and instruction for this workshop. One sheet of 
film is included, as well as a studio lighting and camera set 
up so feel free to bring in a model or still life object of 
your choosing. It will cost $50.00 and each participant will 
have 1.5 hours of private studio time and get to shoot one 
sheet of film. Additional sheets of film can be purchased 
separately on the day if you wish.

More info and to register: film@beauphoto.com

Images from the Impossible Project website.

Watch for a blog post 
coming in early December 
with a review of this film 
and some new images.

ILFORD Delta 3200 
professional film

© Nicole L-D

mailto:film@beauphoto.com
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Renaissance Albums
SIMON B.

Happy Holidays to all our Renaissance Album clients.

As many of the deadlines have now passed for holiday 
delivery, don’t forget BEAU stocks many albums that can be 

delivered next day. The Ventura or Roma albums are both 
a couple of great peel & stick options while the Park is a 
super easy slip in album . 

The Ambiance Book is a sophisticated matted album 
featuring linen textured, 
self-adhesive mats 
that fit into square, 
contemporary pages. 

In addition, for the month of December, we are offering 
15% off all in-stock Library and Milano albums. 

So there are still many options available at good prices 
for those last minute orders. We would still recommend 
calling and reserving any items as soon as you know you 
need them.  You can also view the Renaissance website 
for additional product info. www.renaissancealbums.com/
products/

Next year! 
We expect the 2015 price list to be issued during WPPI 
EXPO in Las Vegas on March 2nd with no significant change 
to price or product range.

Presentation Products
BARB B.

It’s beginning to look a LOT like Christmas! I love this time 
of year.. most everybody’s in a good mood, there’s happy 
music, pretty lights and yummy treats!

I’m quite well stocked with a good variety of presentation 
products including mounts for portraits with the big guy in 
the fuzzy red suit, but if you need a really large volume of 
anything, please let me know as soon as you can. I’ve placed 
my final stock orders for the year, but I’ll be happy to send 
your requests in. It’s possible we might have to bring orders 
in via expedited freight - which will add a bit to your cost - 
but you’d have your goods!

It’s at this time of the year that I ask you all to review the 
way you’ve been presenting your images, and think about 
how you’d like to proceed in the next year or so. 

The big questions: 
• whether you’re more interested in offering proof books, 
CD’s/ DVD’s or USB sticks to your clients, and your vision 
of how you’d like to showcase them
• whether you’d prefer to present photos in folders or 
boxes, or if you’re considering an infusion of colour into 
your products

Please phone or email me: barb@beauphoto.com. I’ll be 
happy to request samples, provide price quotes, lead time 
required, etc.

The link to TAP Packaging Solutions’ online catalogue is 
here:
https://photo.tap-usa.com/2013tapcat.pdf

And the link to AGT Photomount’s online catalogue is here:
http://www.agtphotomount.com/indexb.htm

http://www.renaissancealbums.com/products/
http://www.renaissancealbums.com/products/
mailto:barb@beauphoto.com
https://photo.tap-usa.com/2013tapcat.pdf
http://www.agtphotomount.com/indexb.htm
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PRESENTATION HOUSE GALLERY 
NOVEMBER 29, 2014  – FEBRUARY 8, 2015
Lee Friedlander: Thick Of Things
Opening Reception; November 28, 7 pm

Presentation House Gallery is delighted to announce an ex-
hibition of photographs and books by one of the most im-
portant photographers of our time, Lee Friedlander.  A first 
in Canada, Thick of Things spans over five decades of his 
work and attests to the undiminished vitality of his unique 
way of seeing. Friedlander has been called one of the most 

prolific artists in the  history 
of photography. His observa-
tions refresh the genres of 
landscape, portraiture and still 
life through series that extend 
over many years. This exhibi-
tion highlights several bodies 
of work including rarely-seen 
images taken in the Canadian 
Rockies as well as his books 
and magazine works.

Lee Friedlander, N.Y.C., 2011, gelatin silver print, courtesy the 
Artworkers Retirement Society

Lee Friedlander, California, 2008, gelatin silver print, courtesy 
the Artworkers Retirement Society

WINTER SALON 11.27.14

Opening Reception from 7pm, 27 Nov 2014
14 West 7th Avenue

Photohaus Gallery is proud to present our annual WINTER 
SALON. An open themed photography exhibition featuring 
more than 40 photographers.

Join us for the opening reception from 7pm on Thursday 
November 27.

This is a free event open to all.

d  We will be open Fridays in December until 7pm

d  We are closing at noon on December 24th, and   

      will be closed December 25th and 26th

d  WE WILL BE OPEN – Monday Dec. 29th, Tuesday 

      Dec. 30th and until noon on the 31st

d  WE ARE ALWAYS OPEN - Thursdays until 7pm

Looking for something to do? Come in for 
some holiday cheer and Boxing Week 

shopping.  We have special December hours!

http://presentationhousegallery.org/exhibitions/next/
http://presentationhousegallery.org/exhibitions/next/
http://photohausgallery.com

